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Previous VAOH 2018

Cataloging defensively with edition statements

- February 2018
- Chapter 4
  - The edition statement is a field that is heavily used in OCLC’s matching and merging algorithms and through all formats. Chapter 4 has long served to provide a common basis for decision making in the creation of WorldCat bibliographic records by the participants in the OCLC Cooperative.

Processing change requests

- March 2018
- Chapter 5
  - This session focuses on how WorldCat Metadata Quality staff sort, analyze, handle error reports, and how they are categorized to give members a better understanding of the volume of requests processed and the care we take in processing each request.

February 2018::Cataloging defensively with edition statements
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/100_2018_AskQC_office_hours#February_2018::Cataloging_defensively_with_edition_statements

March 2018::Processing change requests
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/100_2018_AskQC_office_hours#March_2018::Processing_change_requests
Previous VAOH 2019

When to input a new record

- January 2019
- Chapter 4
- OCLC’s When to Input a New Record, chapter 4 of Bibliographic Formats and Standards (BFAS) has long served to provide a common basis for decision making in the creation of the WorldCat bibliographic database by participants in the OCLC cooperative. When to Input has also been the public reflection of how OCLC’s matching algorithms, including Duplicate Detection and Resolution (DDR), and automated loading of records are intended to work.

Provider-Neutral cataloging

- February 2019
- Chapter 3
- Provider-Neutral Cataloging overview along with a history of how Provider-Neutral cataloging has evolved and explanation of the single bibliographic record concept to describe all instances of the same manifestation of a resource, what information to include, and what information not to include.

January 2019::When to input a new record
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/095_2019_AskQC_office_hours#January_2019::_When_to_input_a_new_record

February 2019::Provider neutral cataloging
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/095_2019_AskQC_office_hours#February_2019::_Provider_neutral_cataloging
January 2020::Best practices for editing WorldCat bibliographic records
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/090_2020_AskQC_office_hours#January_2020_:::Best_practices_for_editing_WorldCat_bibliographic_records

February 2020::Best practices for enriching WorldCat bibliographic records
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/090_2020_AskQC_office_hours#February_2020_:::Best_practices_for_enriching_WorldCat_bibliographic_records
### Previous VAOH 2021

#### Local data in WorldCat records
- April 2021
- Chapter 3
- How members can keep their local data out of the shared bibliographic record, by either using other types of locally maintained records or in fields not retained in the WorldCat record.

#### Medley of popular topics
- August 2021
- All Chapters
- Popular topics gleaned from previous AskQC VAOH included brief takes on authorities, controlling headings, non-Latin script in WorldCat records, Duplicate Detection and Resolution (DDR), and Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST). All the topics presented are from frequently asked questions received in the past.

---

**April 2021: Local data in WorldCat records**

[https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/085_2021_AskQC_office_hours#April_2021__Local_data_in_WorldCat_records](https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/085_2021_AskQC_office_hours#April_2021__Local_data_in_WorldCat_records)

**August 2021: Medley of popular topics**

[https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/085_2021_AskQC_office_hours#August_2021__Medley_of_popular_topics](https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/085_2021_AskQC_office_hours#August_2021__Medley_of_popular_topics)
March 2022:: Bibliographic Formats & Standards chapter 3: A deep dive
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/080_2022_AskQC_office_hours#March_2022_:::_Bibliographic_Formats_.26_Standards_chapter_3:_A_deep_dive

April 2022:: Editions annotated, collected, corrected, and expanded: The varieties and roles of Edition Statements
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/080_2022_AskQC_office_hours#April_2022_:::_Editions_annotated.2C_collected.2C_corrected.2C_and_expanded:_The_varieties_and_roles_of_Edition_Statements

September 2022::With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility: Editing Bibliographic Records
https://help.oclc.org/WorldCat/Metadata_Quality/AskQC/Previous_AskQC_office_hours/080_2022_AskQC_office_hours#September_2022_:::_With_Great_Power_Comes_Great_Responsibility:_Editing_Bibliographic_Records
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Thank you!
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